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          Michael   and   Leah   watched   events   unfolding   from   the   security   of 
  Jerusalem. It could not be denied that Gog was drawing near. Already, there 
  was an uneasiness under the surface of apparent calm. This was particularly 
  evident   in   the   southern   areas   along   the   border   with   the   North   African 
  Administration. In fact, there was a steady flow of refugees coming across 
  that border; those who had decided to get out of the way of the advancing 
  Horde.   Michael   did   nothing   to   prevent   their   entry,   most   of   them   were   in 
  transit, heading north and east into the less populated, but still fertile lands of 
  Arabia and Mesopotamia. Some remained in Jerusalem, a few were known to 
  the officials of the Administration. Michael carefully negotiated an invitation to  
  dinner, at his home in the Judaean hills. The objective was to pump them for 
  information. Achor Zerah was one of them.
          Nothing   much  was  discussed   during   the   early   courses   of  the   meal. 
  Michael kept the conversation on neutral terms. Apart from Luke and another 
  of his advisors, he and Leah entertained Zerah and another, even smaller 
  man with a propensity to frequently mop his forehead. Michael decided early, 
  that it had been a mistake to invite him. The nervous mopping indicated a 
  condition   of   near   panic,   the   man  was  clearly   overwhelmed   to   find   himself 
  without   the   security   of   a   lifetime   and   could   hardly   provide   a   coherent 
  response   when   he   was   asked   to   pass   the   salt.   Michael   concentrated   on 
  Achor Zerah. All that was known about him, was that he was a minor official 
  at the Nile City Administrative Headquarters.
        "More wine, brother Zerah?"
        The   little   man   looked   a   little   overawed   to   be   receiving   so   much 
  attention from no less a person than Michael ben Levi.
          "Most kind, Administrator."
          Michael topped up his glass.
          "You are most welcome to our hospitality - for your, no doubt, short 
  visit to our city."
          "Short?"
        "I   assumed   it   to   be   a   short   visit   -   in   view   of   the   situation   in   your 
  homeland."
          Zerah eyed him nervously. Michael added smoothly.
        "Of course, you are more than welcome to stay as long as you wish - 
  after all, you are a valued assistant of a fellow Administrator."
          "Most kind, Administrator!"
          "And how is my dear friend, Micah?"
          Luke   looked   at   the   ceiling   and   studied   the   ornamentation   of   eight 
  hundred years as if he had never seen it before. Zerah coughed.
        "As you can imagine, brother ben Levi  - extremely preoccupied with 
  the invasion of his Administration."    
        "But   of   course!   I   am  very   grieved   that   the   situation   seems  to   have 
  grown to the grave proportions it has. I wonder - did brother Micah offer some 
  sort of compromise to brother Malenski - an offer of provisions - or to open 
  the storages, perhaps?"



        "I'm not aware of any such contact, brother ben Levi."
          Michael nodded slowly.
        "It might have turned away the assault on your homeland. I'm sure we 
  all remember the saying: 'A soft answer turns away anger.'" 
          Zerah flushed slightly, the wine was loosening his tongue and making 
  him a little braver.
        "The fiendish Sedova has only wrath in his heart, brother ben Levi. It is 
  my opinion that his main objective has not been to secure provisions - it is 
  nothing less than conquest!"
          Michael nodded.
          "And what about the real leader of the army, brother Malenski - are his 
  thoughts only of conquest?"
          Zerah focused with difficulty.
          "We've   certainly   heard   nothing   from   Malenski   -   he's   in   the   west, 
  securing  the  rear. Now, there, brother  ben Levi,  was a classic  example of 
  Micah Perga's miscalculation!" 
          "Miscalculation?"
        "Micah pulled our troops out to try to stop the seaborne landing near to 
  the delta. Malenski came in behind him - and between the two forces, we lost 
  thirty thousand men! It must be said - another Perga blunder!"
          Michael topped up his informant's glass. Zerah smiled in gratitude.
        "I suppose that would be a general opinion, brother Zerah? Tell  me, 
  have there been many such miscalculations?"
          "Daily!  Take your four emissaries - the ones you sent with the verbal 
    communiqué. He sent them packing! Told them to take their message some 
  place else! Told them, they would lose all privileges if they weren't out of his 
    Administration within two hours."
          Michael, Luke and Leah exchanged glances.
        "I had wondered what had become of them, brother Zerah!  Tell  me, 
  where did they go?"
          Zerah giggled.
          "North! Would you believe it? North! Right into the arms of Gog. Their 
  Shuttle  communicator was screaming undying  love and friendship  and that 
  they were refugees! I could have told Perga they were spies, he should have 
  held them. No! He let them go - only goes to show, the man's lost his edge. 
  The   Nile   will   be   overrun   and   the   whole   of   Egypt   will   fall   to   Gog   the 
  conqueror!"
          Michael ventured one last question.
          "Where is Micah now, brother Zerah."
          Zerah looked cautiously around and held a finger to his lips.
        "That is a good question, brother ben Levi!  Where  is Micah Perga - 
  he's somewhere, but where? For two days  before we left, he wasn't to be 
  found. We thought he had joined the battle, but no one has seen him. Our 
  army is still trying to hold back Gog and his men from New Alexandria, but 
  they're losing ground. Everyone wants to talk to Micah, they want him to tell 
  them what to do - but where is he!?"
          Zerah had slurred away to nothing, his head drooped on his chest. He 
  muttered a few more words but they were incoherent. Michael gestured to two 
  of   the   house   servants   and   they  carried   him  away.   His   smaller   companion 



  managed to follow, stiff legged. Michael looked at his remaining guests.
        "That confirms the latest reports. Micah Perga has disappeared."
          "Perhaps   he   was   kidnapped   by   Gideon   and   his   crowd   and   they've 
  taken him to Gog!"
        "An intriguing scenario, Luke, but it doesn't hold water. Micah was still 
  around after he sent our four criminals on their way - no there's some other 
  explanation."
          "Political enemies in Egypt, perhaps. Micah was never a very popular 
  Administrator, even during the Time of Peace."
          "That's a possibility, Leah - but there could be one other very simple 
  explanation - Micah might have got out whilst the going was good! He can 
  read scriptures as well as us and on occasions, I've been known to tell him to 
  take them seriously. He must have realised that Egypt will eventually fall to 
  the invaders. He knew his time was at an end and perhaps, decided that it 
  was futile to resist and try to stem the tide. He may simply have looked for 
  some secure place to hide!"
          Luke snorted in derision.
        "It doesn't seem to hold with the image he's always tried to wave like a  
  flag   -   the   ruthless   dictator,   who   has   everything   and   everyone   under   his 
  thumb."
          Michael nodded.
          "Remember, Luke, we live in the time when we are all to be revealed 
  for what we are - even to ourselves!"
          "He's left his army leaderless!"
        "True, Leah, he was the overall commander, his captains will try to do 
  their best, but they will be picked off, one after the other by Malenski and his 
  General."
          Luke looked at the ceiling again.
        "Or by Malenski alone, perhaps."
          Michael waited.
        "Do I have to extract it out of you?"
          Luke came down to earth.
          "There are unconfirmed reports that something strange has happened 
  in the Malenski camp. At first, I didn't take much notice, we have such reports 
  all   the  time,  but   this   is  persistent.   I  didn't   have   the   chance   to  talk   to   you 
  before our guests arrived."
          "WHAT reports, Luke!?"
          "There   is   a   persistent   report   that   Sedova   isn't   with   the   main   force 
  moving into Egypt. He hasn't been seen for several  days.  It's a significant 
  change in the pattern. Sedova has always been in the thick of the action - this 
  time, Malenski himself seems to be giving the orders."
        "That doesn't mean much - except that we had better be on the watch 
  for a main thrust somewhere else. Malenski has obviously sent him off to give 
  someone a nasty surprise when they least expect it."
          Luke nodded and rocked on the back legs of his chair. Michael eyed 
  the action with disfavour, the chair was over six hundred years old.
          "You might be right, Michael - there are other rumours - not much more 
  than whispers - but they've come from a number of sources. They say that 
  Sedova is dead!"



          Michael leaned forward, the shock in his voice was obvious.
          "Dead!?"
          "That's not all - Even more wild, is the suggestion that he was killed by 
  Georgi Malenski!"
          Some time  later,  when   the  rest  of   the  household  had  gone   to  their 
  beds, Leah and Michael watched the moon setting over the western ridge of 
  hills which hid the villa  from Jerusalem. It was almost full  and the sky was 
  clear. The chill of the coming winter was already causing the trees to drop 
  their leaves. The bare branches were silhouetted against the silver light, like 
  gnarled fingers reaching for the stars. Leah sighed from the muffled comfort 
  of the blanket they were sharing.
        "It's very beautiful - so still and peaceful. I find myself trying to capture 
  every moment of peace we can still enjoy. I don't want to let go of even one 
  second.   We   took   it   so   much   for   granted   for   a   thousand   years   and   didn't 
  realise what a precious gift we were given. Perhaps we even squandered it 
  away   without   thought!   Now,   most   of   it   has   gone,   only   moments   like   this 
  remain - and soon, they will be gone too!"
          Michael was quiet for a moment. He held her close within the cover. 
  He murmured.
        "Have I ever told you how very much I love you, my darling?" 
        "Not much - lately!"
        "I know! I deserve that - everyone demands more and more of my time 
  and you're the one who has to give it. I promise you it will be different from 
  now on."
        She held her finger to his lips.
          "Don't   make   promises   you   can't   keep   -   if   it   is   different,   it   will   be 
  because you have to give more time, not less!"
        He kissed her on the mouth. She felt his heart thudding through the 
  thin cloth of his shirt.
          "Michael, we must make the best use of the time we still have - How 
  long, do you think, before Georgi reaches Nile City?"
        He hesitated for a moment.
          "Only a matter of days, I suppose. The rumours Luke mentioned have 
  introduced another factor in the equation."
          "You   can't   take   them   seriously,   surely!?   I   couldn't   imagine   Georgi 
  killing Pik Sedova. I haven't met the man, but from what you told me, he's 
  built like a bear and is about as strong. He would snap Georgi in half like a 
  twig!"
        "I   know   it   sounds   improbable   -   but   we're   not   talking   about   Georgi 
  anymore   -   now,   we   are   dealing   with   Gog!   Where   Gog   is   concerned,   the 
  improbable becomes very possible!"
        "What if it is true - will Sedova not being there make much difference?"
          "Georgi's   army  was  built   around   Sedova,   around   his   personality   as 
  much as anything else. He recruited them, he trained them and he welded a 
  fighting  force  which  has swept everyone  from their  path. Much is going  to 
  depend on the hold Gog has over his army. I agree, that in the long term, it 
  will be absolute - in the short term, he might find it difficult to make them toe 
  the  line  and  press the  assault against New Alexandria  and Nile  City.  One 
  thing   is   for   sure,   he   won't   be   committing   any  troops   against   us   until   he's 



    consolidated his ground in Egypt."
        Leah shivered and he held her closer.
        "Cold?"
        She shook her head.
        "I was thinking  of the peaceful  villages and towns along the border, 
  from Gaza, right across the Negev and into Sinai.  Are they your  unwalled 
  cities and towns, with a people living in peace?"
        "Just as much as the unwalled cities and towns and their citizens, in 
  Siberia, Russia, the Barenkov stewardships, in Libya and Egypt. Gog and his 
  Horde have rolled over them all like a plague - and the Holiest of all Lands 
  will not escape. It has to come, my darling!"
        She whispered.
        "Do you remember the words of the Lord, spoken not so very far from 
  this place? Someone asked him what the last days would be like."
        "Can you remember them?"
        "I think so, it is in Matthew 24. It went something like this:

        'So   when   you   see   "the   abomination   of   desolation",   of   which   the 
  prophet Daniel spoke, standing in the holy place (let the reader understand), 
  then those who are in Judaea must take to the hills. If a man is on the roof, 
  he must not come down to fetch his goods from the house; if in the field, he 
  must not turn back for his coat. Alas for the woman with child in those days, 
  and for those who have  children  at the  breast!  Pray that it  may not be in 
  winter when you have to make your escape. It will be a time of great distress; 
  there has never been such a time from the beginning of the world until now, 
  and will never be again. If that time of troubles were not cut short, no living 
  thing would survive; but for the sake of God's chosen, it will be cut short.'"

          Michael murmured.
          "Almost word for word, I would guess - you have a remarkable memory 
  for those texts! - Yes, it will be a time of trouble such as we have never seen 
  before, but we have to cling to the promise that the time of troubles will be cut 
  short - and we will survive!"
        "The abomination spoken of by Daniel has already been set up in the 
  holy place - "
          "Don't remind me, Leah! I count it as one of my greatest failures not to 
  have prevented it!"
          "You   couldn't   have   stopped   it!   You're   always   telling   us   that   the 
  scriptures have to be fulfilled - apply that word to yourself!"
        "Yes, Ma'am!"
        "The Lord Himself, indicated the time period - He gave us a pointer - 
  we have had our warning!"
        "What's your point?"
        "Take up the rest of it! When the invasion starts, don't try to resist - the 
  population  must flee  into  the mountains with  no delay,  no one must try to 
  salvage their goods, or even their clothing. The way to reduce casualties is to 
  remove the people from the path of the invaders!"
          Michael shook his head in the near darkness.
        "I doubt if we'll have much success with some of our mountain men, 



  they're red blooded hotheads. From the reports coming in, most of our border 
  brethren are spoiling for a fight!"
        Leah pulled away from him.
        "Then, you must convince them that this is NOT the time to fight - you 
  will  need them all  when it comes to Armageddon!  You said yourself, it will 
  more than likely be no more than a probing raid."
        "The   rest   of   the   prophesy   in   Daniel,   seems   to   indicate   something 
  happening to relieve the pressure on us."
        "How does it go, Michael?"
        "It   follows   after   the   king   of   the   north   overrunning   Egypt   and   then 
  thrusting up into Moab, Edom and Ammon - something happens, let me see if 
  I can remember, I think it goes something like this:

          'Then   rumours   from  the   east   and   north   will   alarm   him,   and   he   will 
  depart in a great rage to destroy and exterminate many.'"

        "He will invade us by way of Moab, Edom and Ammon?"
        "The implication in Daniel is that he will launch one attack through the 
  mountains of Moab, on the far side of the Salt Sea - that doesn't mean to say 
  that he won't also attack along the coast through Gaza. Daniel says: 'Yet all 
  these lands, including Edom and Moab and the remnant of the Ammonites, 
  will survive his attack'."
        She whispered.
        "That country is so beautiful - fertile, rolling hills, it's more like a garden 
  than cropland. I don't want to see it when it has been devastated! Is there no 
  way to stop it!"
        "You were the one who said we should evacuate our population to the 
  hills and make no resistance!"
        She was quiet in his arms. Then she asked in a very small voice.
        "Will we have to evacuate this place - or even Jerusalem?"
        He took a long time to answer.
        "This place, possibly - Jerusalem - never! We will stay in the Camp of 
  the Saints until Gog comes to Esdraelon."
        "Because, that is where Michael must be to join the battle!"
        He looked at her, there was a sharp edge of bitterness in her voice.
          "You have always known that, Leah!"
          "Michael, When you asked me to be your wife, I told you that I thought 
  it might not be such a good idea because one day, I might love you so much 
  that I might try to turn you aside from what you are destined to do. I told you 
  that I might be a clinging wife, who would want you to be with her instead. Do 
  you remember that?"
        "Yes, I remember - what are you trying to tell me."
        "I'm trying to tell you that I'm about to become a silly, clinging woman, 
  who doesn't want you to ride off into battle and perhaps die! I want you near 
  to me, because I am frightened and because I take the words of warning that 
  the Lord Jesus gave very seriously. He told us to pray that a woman is not 
  with child in this time, or that she should not have a child at the breast. Well, 
  my darling Michael, I am with child! I want my husband to be near me - I don't 
  want   to   be   alone   like   Elena,   waiting   for   a   man   who   doesn't   come   and 



  perhaps, dying with words of love for him on her lips!"
        For a moment, Michael sat rigid in a paralysis of shock and then he 
  held her against him and kissed her over and over again. She cried softly and 
  let him caress her, and stroked his dark, curling hair, and inwardly pleaded 
  for the peace and the beauty to remain; but like the disappearing moon, she 
  knew it would  not last and that darkness would overwhelm them in a very 
  short time.
        The  flood  of refugees from the  south  increased  during  the next few 
  days. Communications with the Egypt were virtually non-existent, therefore, 
  the refugees were the only source of information. New Alexandria had fallen 
  very quickly under   the   hammer   blows   of   Gog's   cavalry.   It   was   the   first 
  intimation that he now had a mounted army. It jolted Michael's remembrance 
  of   the   prophesy,   Daniel   had   said   that:   'the   king   of   the   north   will   come 
  storming against him with chariots and cavalry and many ships'. The chariots 
  were   easy   to   define,   Pods   and   Shuttles   -   but   Malenski   had   also   shipped 
  horses from the conquered lands along the Danube. It was an area which 
  historically, had provided for the armies of other conquerors. 
        Each successive day brought worse news. It was confirmed that Micah 
  Perga   was   nowhere   to   be   found.   The   news   had   created   the   paralysis 
  predicted by Michael. The army of the absentee 'king of the south' fell apart. 
  There was no cohesion of defence. The captains tried to hold things together, 
  but they had never learned to cooperate and during Perga's time, they had 
  never been called upon to exercise any initiative. It was only a matter of time 
  before Malenski  found a chink in the armour, through which he poured his 
  Scandian troops. They surged on to the Nile and encompassed the chief city 
  of the Administration.  
        The bureaucrats who were trying to administer a war by committee, in 
  the   absence   of   a   central   leader,   came   to   a   rapid   committee   decision   to 
  surrender the city without even a token defence - and so, Nile City fell to the 
  invading, ruthless men who were not to be denied their opportunity to rape 
  and pillage. It had been promised to them as the ultimate goal and Malenski 
  was either unable, or unwilling to try to hold them back.
        The  following  days  were taken  up with  securing  the storages in  the 
  Nile   delta.   Malenski   diverted   some  of  the   main   force   to   pursue   those   still 
  inclined to fight, along the Nile valley southward. The rich storages around 
  the Saharan perimeter fell into his hands and by the end of another ten days, 
  the riches of Egypt and Libya were in his hands and he could turn his eyes 
  towards the plunder to be gained across the low hills bordering the trough of 
  the old canal which had once connected the Mediterranean to the Red Sea. 
  Like Moses, he looked across to the Promised Land, but he led no Exodus of 
  slaves and he asked for no miracle to part the waters.
 


